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Minutes
(seconds, days, weeks. . . . . . .)

All Saints Pastoral Council
July 08, 2015
Present: Bill Neumayer, Bill Steiner, Noel Hardin, Larry Kopczynski, Toni Kraut, Joyce
Majure, Sarah Rosenlund, Fr. Shiyo, Fr. Neely.
Absent: Shannon Eggleston, Alyse Cadiz, Linda Basilico.
June 2015 Minutes: Joyce Majure made a motion that June 2015 minutes be approved.
Seconded by Toni Kraut. All were in favor.

New Business
* Sarah Rosenlund reported that she is awaiting a proof for the parish pictorial directory.
* Sarah announced that the parish will begin using a scheduling software program in August.
* Sarah reported that information on the new position, Director of Ministries, will be out soon.
* The parish is engaging a 3rd party, Prohs Accoustic Technology, to prepare an evaluation of the
church’s sound system, in answer to many difficulties encountered by parishioners.
Wilson Architects of Portland Oregon is unwilling to take responsibility for sound design
subcontract. Larry Kopczynski and Noel Hardin have offered to help with the
continuation and adjusting of the sound system if need be.
* Bill Neumayer will assume the responsibility for crafting the parish columbarium plan. Many
thanks were extended to Marcia Ney, who gathered information for the project, but
whose term has now expired.
* Election of Council President. Fr. Neely asked Bill Neumayer to continue for another year as
council president. He accepted the appointment.
* Joyce Majure submitted her resignation from the council, as she is moving from Lewiston. Fr.
Neely thanked her for her many years of faithful and fruitful participation on the council.
* Fr. Neely will consider an appointment to replace Joyce Majure. It was suggested that a young
adult would fill out a cross-range representation of the parish.
* Larry Kopczynski suggested making announcements after Mass once a month on all of the
positive things happening at All Saints.
* Noel Hardin recommended that the parish install an AED somewhere on the premises.

Old and Revisited Business
* Bill Neumayer reminded the council that it is to take a role in the spiritual direction of the
parish.
* Dick Wittman was recommended as one who could continue analysis of the parish ministries,
as he has done for the Music Ministry.
* Joyce Majure suggested picking back up on study of the books, “Rebuilt – 75 Concrete Things
to Do,” and "Forming Intentional Disciples.”
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* Update on the Onsite School Building plan development: The parish will be making a
presentation to the ALSAM Foundation who has been asked to contribute a 2 million
matching donation to the building project. The ALSAM Foundation is derived from the
estate of L.S. and Aline Willmont Skaggs of Utah. Two representatives of the
foundation, Susie Balukoff and Ron Cutshall, will visit Lewiston on July 13.
* The problem of people using the parish parking lot as a “through street” continues. Some have
traveled through at great speeds. A 13th Street gate, and/or speed bumps will be
considered.
The next meeting: August 12, 2015 at 5:30pm.
Respectfully submitted,

Fr. Bradley Neely
The Big Cheese
All Saints Catholic Church
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